
X-ray cluster selection
& mass calibration

Outline (covered by Lorenzo; not covered but potentially relevant):

Ø Intro: Stage-IV, on the selection, high-z
Ø Scaling laws: dynamical state, astrophysics at low-M, evolution
Ø Hydrostatic mass: limits, uncertainties, biases (& T cross-calib)
Ø internal structure as complementary proxy 

(c-M-z; sparcity; fgas)
Ø Generalized-SR (Ettori 13, 15); universal ICM profiles (Ettori+23)

Stefano Ettori
INAF-OAS / INFN Bologna



Stage-IV
The Dark Energy Task Force (DETF) report [Albrecht+06] classified DE surveys 
into an approximate sequence: on-going projects, either taking data or soon to 
be taking data, are Stage II; near-future, intermediate-scale projects are Stage III 
(DES, KiDS, HSC); and larger-scale, longer-term future projects are designated 
Stage IV (Euclid; LSST; SKA; JDEM/WFIRST; CMB-S4). More advanced stages are 
in general expected to deliver tighter dark energy constraints, which the DETF 
quantified using the w0-wa FoM:

𝐹𝑜𝑀 ∝ (𝜎!"𝜎!#)$%

W.r.t. Stage II, Stage III experiments are 
expected to deliver a ~ x3-5 in 
combination; Stage IV experiments 
should improve the FoM by ~10; these 
estimates are subject to considerable 
systematic uncertainties



Stage-IV
DETF (Albrecht+06)

The main challenge for using cluster counts for DE 
tests is that the mass of a cluster is not directly 
observable. On the other hand it is this richness in the 
available observables of a cluster that provides the 
opportunity to calibrate the selection empirically and 
the checks against systematic errors in the modeling



XMM

S=⎰n2dl & T

CXO

K = ò nenH dV

Tgas



(Rosati, Borgani & Norman, ARAA 2002)

X-ray Cluster Surveys (1980 - present)
Wide-area, shallow:
most massive systems, low-z 

Intermediate-area and depth:
M* systems at high-z 

Pencil-beam, ultra-deep:
less massive systems at high-z 

On-going… 

Future



Cosmology with GC
What we need to do cosmology with GC:

1. robust cluster catalogs with large z leverage 
(with well understood purity & completeness; 
look for DES, SPT-3G, Advanced ACT- Pol, 
eROSITA, LSST, WFIRST-AFTA, Euclid)

2. accurate absolute mass calibration 
(from weak lensing, or when we will understand 
better the hydrostatic bias) 

3. sufficiently low-scatter mass proxy information
(mainly from X-ray and SZ follow-up; optical probably 
too expensive and still affected from large scatter)



From observables to mass
Largest sources of systematic err

Sartoris+12

1. Absolute Mtot calibration, 
i.e. normalization/slope of the scaling relations
2.  Relative Mtot calibration at low/high-z, 
i.e. evolution of the scaling relations



From X-ray/SZ integrated 
quantities to mass

Err (L) ~ 4%      Err (T) ~ 7%    Err (Mgas) ~ 9%
Err (YSZ) ~ 14%          Err(MHE) ~ 20%

Mean statistical err (1 σ)

Largest sources of systematic err
1. Absolute Mtot calibration, 
i.e. normalization/slope of the scaling relations
2.  Relative Mtot calibration at low/high-z, 
i.e. evolution of the scaling relations

Systematic ~ Statistical err



(1-b) = 0.62±0.03

Pillepich+18 eROSITA: in 66% of sky, ∼9e4 objects, median(z)∼0.35, M>7e13; they can 
simultaneously constrain cosmology, selection effects, and M-O relation by adopting very 
broad non-informative priors on the slope, normalization, time-evolution, and scatter of LX-
M relation. Tightening of the constraints from pessimistic to optimistic scenario: (i) better 
knowledge of the LM relation (𝞼8 Ωm), (ii) the lower mass threshold (1e13), particularly for 
the DE sector.  NB when group-size objects are included in the analysis +pessimistic priors 
on the LM are adopted, errors on w0 and wa shrink by about an additional 20–30 per cent 
in comparison to the case when only high-mass objects are included in the analysis.



No groups, no party
ü Excluding low-M systems significantly 

reduces the cosmological parameter 
constraints 

ü Increasing incompleteness of parent 
samples in the low-M regime 
together with a steeper Lx–M 
relation observed for groups can lead 
to biased cosmological parameters 
(lower ΩM and/or σ8; Schellenberger 
& Reiprich 17) 

ü Galaxy groups often show 
lower/flatter Sx than clusters (e.g. 
Ponman+, Sanderson+) è less 
robust than the properties derived 
for galaxy clusters

ü But they are very common: a factor 
of ∼30/210/1500 more objects in 
the mass range M500 = 1013 Msun − 
M1 than in M500 > M1, and M1 = 
1/2/5 × 1014M @z=0 From Pratt+19, Lovisari+21



T. Liu+22 validate with extensive photon-
event simulations based on instrument 
characteristics, bkg spectrum, and pop of X-
ray sources the strategy implemented in 
Brunner+22... NB halo with profiles assigned 
from a generator trained on a set of 
observed clusters (Comparat+20), isothermal



A. Liu+2022 (eFEDS)



Böhringer+: NORAS (860 obj)+RELEX II (910 obj)
From RASS @flux limit of 1.8e−12 erg/s/cm2 (0.1–2.4 keV)

PSF~1.5 arcmin



MCXC (Piffaretti+11): 1743 entries; MCXC2021 (in prep.) 
è M2C (X-ray &SZ) Database: https://www.galaxyclusterdb.eu/m2c/



(1-b) = 0.62±0.03

Koulouridis+21, X-CLASS, 1646 obj @z<1.5



Klein+23: MARDELS catalog of 8,471 X-ray 
selected galaxy clusters over 25,000 deg2; 
deep, multiband optical imaging data 
+optical counterpart classification algorithm 
MCMF +DESI Legacy Survey DR10 catalog
+ROSAT All-Sky-Survey source catalog (2RXS) 
è 90% pure MARDELS catalog, the largest 
ICM-selected cluster sample to date



Detection through cluster outskirts
(Kafer+20, Xu+18): outperform standard method (erbox sliding-box algorithm to 

detect peaks in the input count images) for extended (>80”) sources



(1-b) = 0.62 ±0.03

On SZ selection

(1-b) = 0.62±0.03

ACT, Hilton+21



@McDonald



Scaling laws & selection biases

From Giles+17: neglecting  
selection effects in the 

sample would lead to a 40% 
underestimate in the mass 

for a given L. 
The solid line in this plot is the estimated 

relation when selection effects are 
accounted for. Red/blue points represent 

relaxed/disturbed  systems. The green 
line and shaded area represent the best-

fitting relation of Mantz+10 and the 
corresponding 1σ uncertainty

X-ray flux-limited samples suffer from two forms of selection bias, Malmquist bias, where 
higher luminosity clusters are detectable out to higher redshifts and so occupy a larger 
survey volume, and Eddington bias, where in the presence of intrinsic/statistical scatter in L 
for a given M, objects above a flux limit will have above-average luminosities for their mass. 
Due to the steep slope of the cluster f(M), the Eddington bias is amplified, resulting in a net 
movement of lower mass objects into a flux-limited sample.



Scaling laws & selection biases

Böhringer+07: The representative XMM-
Newton cluster structure survey
(REXCESS) of an X-ray luminosity selected 
galaxy cluster sample

Ebeling+01: MACS, based on RASS Bright 
Source Catalogue (BSC; Voges+99)



An XMM-Newton Multi-Year Heritage Program

Witnessing the culmination of 
structure formation in the Universe

URL: xmm-heritage.oas.inaf.it
CHEX-MATE (the Cluster HEritage project 
with XMM-Newton: Mass Assembly and 
Thermodynamics at the Endpoint of 
structure formation): 3 Msec over the 
period 2018-22 to survey homogenously
118 Planck-SZ selected objects (SNR>6.5; z 
∊ [0.05, 0.6]; MTier-2>7.25e14) comprising an 
unbiased census of:

- the population of clusters at the most 
recent time (z < 0.2)

- the most massive objects to have 
formed thus far in the history of the 
Universe
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CHEX-MATE gallery 2021, A&A, 650, 104  



Distributions of morphological parameters is preferentially log-normal 
and do not show any bimodality

X-ray morphology
(Campitiello+22 A&A 665 117)



• We compress all 
morphological info into 
the parameter M

• 15 (13%) very relaxed & 
27 (23%) very disturbed 
objects

• We confirm that SZ 
selected sample contains 
more disturbed systems 
than X-ray selected ones

X-ray morphology
(Campitiello+22 A&A 665 117)



The most massive clusters 
at high-z

There are ~50 clusters with  
M>1015 M¤ in the observable 
Universe (using Tinker+08 mass 
function; Churazov+16)

Number of objects with 
M500/M¤ > 5e13 (solid; 
>1e14 dashed): 1900 
(WMAP9; 5000 using 
Planck13) are expected at 
z>2.5 (full sky; 1 per 22 deg2; 
Reiprich+)

XLSSC122 @z~1.99 (Mantz+16)



5e14
1e15



Line: evol
Pts: no-evol



Chandra data of high-z clusters 



b-model reproduces quite 
well the surface brightness of 
these high-z clusters. 

A single emission-weighted 
temperature is measurable.

The central density is 
obtained by deprojecting the 
normalization of the thermal 
model through the best-fit b-
model.

(from Ettori+04; mostly from 
RDCS by Rosati+)

z=0.81

z=1.26



Two extreme cases: Sb & Tew

z = 1.26 z = 1.10



Dashed (solid) line: expected (best-fit) relation

Evolution in the X-ray scaling laws

Reichert et al. 11



Dashed (solid) line: expected (best-fit) relation

Evolution in the X-ray scaling laws
Reichert et al. 11



• No evolution, apart from self-similar expectations, is observed in 
M-T & Mgas-T & L-Y The normalization in M – T/YX for nearby systems is lower (by 
~20%) than the one predicted from simulations including cooling & galaxy feedback.

High-z preheating+cooling

• Negative evolution in L-T:  i.e. a 
slight decrease in L for given T at higher z 
is observed (when cores are not excised; 
the entropy at 0.1 R200 is measured 
higher in systems at higher redshift)

• eROSITA needs SLs to connect 105

(only 2% with T; ~100 @z>1.5) X-ray 
detected GCs to their mass 

•BTW: let’s agree to study it w.r.t. Ez = Hz
/ H0; it is exactly equal to (1 + z)1.5 in an 
EdS universe and proportional to (1 + 
z)0.6/0.9 in the redshift range 0.4-1.3 for 
an assumed ΛCDM model with Ωm = 0.3

SN/AGN feedback from SAM

Gravitational heat only

Evolution of the X-ray scaling laws



X-ray scaling laws @high-z
• For a given mass, scaling relations in the LCDM predict that 

the clusters formed at larger redshift are hotter / denser 
and therefore more luminous in X-rays than their local z~0 
counterparts. 

• Provided that scaling relations remain valid at larger 
redshifts, X-ray surveys will not miss massive clusters at 
any redshift, no matter how far they are.

• New-Athena will resolve ICM properties up to z~2, detecting 
the first collapsed structure at z~2.5
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The Mass of Galaxy Clusters:
fundamental quantity, but systematically 

biased with current X-ray/SZ data



(1-b) = 0.62 ±0.03

Hydrostatic bias: (1-b) = MX/M500

Planck ESZ sample (120 obj; 
Lovisari, Ettori+20)

Gianfagna+21



R500

R200

Rvir ~ R100

3R200R500 - limit for XMM/Chandra 
R200 - limit for Suzaku (LEO) 
3R500 - limit for Planck SZ stack
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X-COP: XMM +Planck (Eckert+17)



X-COP: “universal” profiles 
(& scatter; Ghirardini+19)

T = P/n

K = P/n5/3

M ~ -r2/n dP/dr

(see also 
Ameglio+07, 09, 
Shitanishi+18)



X-COP: mass profiles
(Eckert, Ettori, et al. 2022a)

Mass reconstruction in A1795
(i) ne profile reconstructed with the 
multi-scale method; 
(ii) non parametric reconstruction of 
the 3D temperature profile compared 
to the spectroscopic X-ray 
measurements and the 3D 
temperature profile obtained by 
dividing the SZ pressure by the X-ray 
density (projected, spec-w, PSF 
convolved T)
(iii) mass profiles obtained with 
different reconstructions (NFW, 
Einasto, Forward, and NP) è
https://github.com/domeckert/hydromass



X-COP: mass profiles
(Ettori+19)

4 (±2) %
5 (±3) %
7 (±4) % 



X-COP: mass profiles
(Ettori+19)



X-ray mass: final considerations

MHE @z~1; Bartalucci+18



Amodeo+16
Bartalucci+18
Ettori+10, 19
Pointecouteau+05
Vikhlinin+06



X-ray mass: vs Lensing, Caustic

Maughan+16

Ettori+19 (X-COP)

Ferragamo+21



(1-b) = 0.62 ±0.03

X-ray mass: final considerations

(1-b) = 0.62±0.03

• hydrostatic mass estimates may have 
systematic biases (Rasia+06, Nagai+07) and 
is function of R, M, dynamical state (Mhyd ~ 
Mtot in CC)

• Done a lot of work on systematics related to 
the methods (Ettori+10, Bartalucci+18)

• HE holds locally: we need objective methods 
to characterize the dynamical state & localize 
disturbed regions

• fbar ~ Ωb/Ωm once some depletion is 
accounted for (if Mhyd is underestimated, “missing 
baryons” problem appears –see Ettori 2003)

Pratt+19



(1-b) = 0.62 ±0.03

Tspec x-calibration

(1-b) = 0.62±0.03

A3158 (Whelan+22)



(1-b) = 0.62 ±0.03

Tspec x-calibration

(1-b) = 0.62±0.03

(Turner+21) 8 obj in common; 
TXMM 25% higher than TeFEDS

L in agreement 
è dedicated XMM GO with Lovisari: 

~20 obj, stay tuned ;-)

Schellenberger+15



(1-b) = 0.62 ±0.03

Tspec x-calibration

(1-b) = 0.62±0.03

At a Chandra temperature of 10 keV, the average NuSTAR (3-10 keV) Tspec was 
(10.5 ± 3.7) and (15.7 ± 4.6) % lower than Chandra 

for the broad- and hard-band fits, respectively

Wallbank+22



(1-b) = 0.62 ±0.03

Tspec x-calibration

(1-b) = 0.62±0.03

(Nevalainen & Molendi 23) The MOS/pn bias is systematic suggesting that MOS (pn) 
effective area may be calibrated too low (high), by ∼3-27% on average depending on 

the instrument and energy band. The excellent agreement of the energy 
dependencies (i.e. shapes) of the effective area of MOS2 and pn suggest that they are 

correctly calibrated within ∼1% in the 0.5-4.5 keV band. 
Comparison with an independent data set of point sources (3XMM) confirms this. The 
cluster sample indicates that the MOS1/pn effective area shape cross-calibration has 

an approximately linear bias amounting to ∼10% in maximum in the 0.5-4.5 keV band



(1-b) = 0.62 ±0.03

Tspec x-calibration: vs SZ

(1-b) = 0.62±0.03

Tmod-spec = ηT PSZ /ne
Bourdin+17

η = PSZ / PX
Ettori+20





• Mass distribution è (SI)DM / MOND (Ettori+19; Eckert+22)

• Concentration/sparsity è {𝛀m; 𝛔8} (Corasaniti+21, 22)

• Triaxial shape è consistency with 𝚲CDM (Sereno+18)

• X/SZ pressure profiles è H0 (Kozmanyan+19; Ettori+20)

• Gas mass fraction è {𝛀m; 𝚲, w} (Ettori+10; Mantz+21)

è Reliable & robust reconstruction 
of the (total & baryonic) mass distribution

Cosmology from the 
internal structures
of Galaxy Clusters



Total mass from SZ/X-rays

Mtot ∝ L
α M β

g T
γ ; 4α +3β + 2γ = 3

• low counts statistic: scaling relations 
(for galaxy clusters mass function: Mtot vs L/T/Mgas/YX or a combination of these…)
Ettori et al. 2012; Ettori 2013 & 2015

Total mass is the fundamental tool to use 
Galaxy clusters as cosmological probes

Mtot ~ Mgas
α T -1.5α+1.5

α = 0  …  Mtot ~ T 1.5

α = 1  …  Mtot ~ Mgas
α = 3/5  …  Mtot ~ (Mgas T) 3/5

~ Y 3/5

Mtot ~ L α T -2α+1.5

α = 0  …  Mtot ~ T 1.5

α = 3/4  …  Mtot ~ L 3/4

α = 1/2  …  Mtot ~ (LT) 1/2



The generalized scaling relations: 
Mtot = K Aa Bb

M-Mg

M-T

M-MgT



X-ray/SZ scaling relations:
Self-similar +{fg, C, β}

In galaxy clusters, 
the relations between Mtot & X-ray/SZ 

observables have a power-law behaviour with 
normalization, slope and z-evolution that are 

simple to estimate in a self- similar scenario 

The self-similar prediction on 
normalization & slope can fully 

explain the observed X-SZ SL once 
{fg(M), βP(M), C} are considered



X-ray/SZ scaling relations:
Self-similar +{fg, C, β}

The coming era of multiple observable signals from combined surveys 
in optical, submillimeter and X-ray wavebands invites a more holistic 
approach to modeling multiwavelength signatures of clusters. The 
combination of observable cluster signals reflects the astrophysical 
evolution of the coupled baryonic and dark matter components in 
massive halos: it improves mass selection & estimates
(e.g. Cunha09; Okabe+10; Stanek+10; Ettori+12-14; Evrard+14; Maughan 14; Rozo+14)

(Ettori 2015)



i(cm)z
a semi-analytic model of the ICM

matching observed both spatially-resolved
& integrated quantities

(Ettori, Lovisari, Eckert 2023; arxiv:2211.03082)

v ICM can be described by “universal” profiles (ie thermodynamic 
radial profiles that should be equal -within the intrinsic scatter-
once rescaled by halo mass and redshift)

v But, it is still missing a consistent picture that links these 
universal radial profiles and the integrated values of the ICM 
thermodynamical quantities, also quantifying the deviations from 
the standard self-similar gravity-driven scenario



i(cm)z
or a recipe to prepare an ICM

that matches observed spatially-resolved
& integrated quantities

- an “universal” P = P500 P0 /(c500 x)c / [1 + (c500 x)a](b-c)/a

- a (c-M-z) relation, c200 = A M200
B (1+z)C

- stir them together in hydrostatic equilibrium 
- then add a bit of 3 further ingredients:   
(i) fT = T(R500)/T,   (ii) fg = C0.5 fgas, (iii) hydrostatic bias bHE

è Ettori, Lovisari, Sereno (2020 A&A 644 111)

& constraints on bHE



i(cm)z
or a recipe to prepare an ICM

that matches observed spatially-resolved
& integrated quantities

- an “universal” P = P500 P0 /(c500 x)c / [1 + (c500 x)a](b-c)/a

- a (c-M-z) relation, c200 = A M200
B (1+z)C

- stir them together in hydrostatic equilibrium 
- then add a bit of 3 further ingredients:   
(i) fT = T(R500)/T,   (ii) fg = C0.5 fgas, (iii) hydrostatic bias bHE

Ø adding the redshift evolution 
Ø new calibrations in (M, z) based on >2020 scaling laws 

& recent thermodynamic profiles
Ø new constraints on bHE (e.g. X-COP)

è Ettori, Lovisari, Eckert (2023; arXiv:2211.03082)



Universal P profile (Nagai+07, Ghirardini+19)

Pg	=	P500	P0	/(c500	x)c	/	[1	+	(c500	x)a](b-c)/a

+ cMz relation (Bhattacharya+13, Dutton+14)

c200	=	A	M200
B	(1+z)C

& HEE
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Universal P profile
+ cMz relation

& HEE

+
𝑸𝑴(𝒓)
/𝑸𝑴

𝒇𝑻 𝒇𝒈 𝒉
+
𝑸𝑶(𝒓)
/𝑸𝑶

fT = T(R500) / T = t0 T t1
fg = C0.5 Mg / Mtot = f0 T f1

h = (1-b)  = h0
As proposed in Ettori 2015 to accommodate for deviations 

from self-similar relations



i(cm)z

𝑴𝑯𝑬 = 𝟏 − 𝒃 𝑴𝒕𝒐𝒕

𝑹𝟓𝟎𝟎~𝑴𝒕𝒐𝒕
𝟏/𝟑

𝑸𝟓𝟎𝟎 = 𝒇( 𝑴𝒕𝒐𝒕)

5e14
5e13

b= 0/solid, 
0.2/dash, 0.6/dot



Universal profiles



From universal profiles
to universal scaling laws

- Some other applications: Study the impact of b; define the 
depletion parameter Yb; rescale the characteristic physical 
quantities that renormalise the observed profiles 


